
VARIETY IN WOOD.

NATURALLY. PERFECT.

Ask us
– we offer solutions!

Vechta | Taucha | Everswinkel | Langenhagen
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Generation long knowledge
Our company was founded in 1964. Only a few decades later the business 
developed from originally only locally active timber merchant into a nationwide 
powerful wholesale and distribution business with worldwide contacts. The 
headquarter of our company is situated at the Oldenburger Straße in Vechta 
and comprises an area of about 80.000 m2. 

From here, we supply with our own trucks and reliable freight forwarders fac-
tories and merchants of the timber industry. With our extensive stock range, 

that includes segments such as lumber, carpentry and surfaced/machined 
lumber, building material, panels and doors; - we cover all market require-
ments.
Our most important success strategies include global purchasing of high qua-
lity goods, the development of a smooth supply chain, the high professional 
qualification of our employees and the long-term investment in modern faci-
lities with high quality technical equipment: fully air-conditioned warehouse 
and powerful vacuum dryer.

Knowledge that spands over generations has made the success
of our company and is the cornerstone

for innovation and continuity in the work we do.

The basis of our company is the generational overlapping knowledge
of the Ahmerkamp family.



Use experience
We employ 230 highly qualified employees at our four locations in Germany 
and have developed into a leading company in the wood industry. The only way 

to meet the rapidly changing demands of the timber marketplace.



Growing together
The most important basis for mutual success is to be close to customer, today 
and tomorrow.

In order to provide maximum reliability, service and innovation, to our cus-
tomers at any time we have established a very strong local presence. In line 

with this philosophy, we have been investing for years in the constant expan-
sion and modernization of our headoffice in Vechta and the three subsidiaries 
in Leipzig, Hannover and Münster. This way our customers can convince 
themselves near by of the capability and the know-how of the Ahmerkamp 
Timber Group.

The storage of the high-quality product 

and the final loading occurs in very 

modern high-capacity halls.

Since its establishment 
in 1964 the site in 

Vechta has been conti-
nously expanding and 

in 1988 a retail branch 
was added at the original 

site.

Founded in 1990 in 
the economical area of 

Leipzig (Taucha), this 
subsidiary is conveni-

ently located next to the 
A14 highway.

In 1997 a site near 
Münster (Everswinkel) 

was established and 
later on an additional 

office building and exhi-
bition space in 2002.

The newest location of 
the Ahmerkamp group 

is the subsidiary in 
Langenhagen near Han-
nover founded in 2009.



Quality worldwide
We have been ‘on the road’ around the globe for decades, in order to offer our 
customers quality merchandise at any time. Through global purchasing and 
careful quality control of the goods directly at origin are we not only securing 
a wide selection and excellent quality, but also guarantee fair prices and short 
delivery times. It does not matter whether this is hardboard from South Africa 
and Argentina, plywood or laminated scantlings from Indonesia, China, the 
United States, Canada, Russia, Brazil, Chile or flooring from Malaysia and 
France.

Not only in the segments of raw plywood and filmfaced plywood are we mee-
ting the high requirements of our customers through the close and reliable 
cooperation with our suppliers around the world. 

The staff of our procurement office in Lithuania is active in the Baltic coun-
tries Lithuania, Estonia and Latvia and in the neighboring states of Belarus, 
Ukraine and Russia. With their long-standing experience and knowledge of 
the local sitaution they investigate the local timber market for new products 
and supply possibilities.

From Russia to South Africa, from Indonesia to Argentina - our buyers are ‘at 
home’ on all continents and are sourcing high quality products.



Reliable
The entire supply chain is coordinated from start to finish by experienced and 
qualified staff. That way we can always guarantee the delivery of the goods - 
around the world. Experienced staff and advanced technology ensure trouble-
free intra-company processes. 

With a seamless logistics chain, we ensure constant availability of all products 
– for the benefit of our customers.

To ensure at all times a timely and reliable supply, the timber wholesale com-

pany Ahmerkamp works with a perfectly attuned logistics team. For collection 
of goods at a seaport, the subsequent transport to the individual sites and its 
final delivery to our customers we work for many years together with a range 
of independent freight forwarders and dispose of our own truck fleet. 

This not only enables a smooth and safe transport process, but also ensures 
that all relevant shipping information is always under control and traceable.
All storage of high-quality products and the final shipment is made from 
modern open-plan buildings.



Storage



Our own brands
On the Ahmerkamp web page as well as on facebook you find beside techni-
cal leaflets and topical information a photo documentation of our showhouse. 
Moreover all prospectuses are ready to download.



Our own brands
Create the green sitting room of our developers! From the terrace planking 
about design fences up to high- qualitiy garden pieces of furniture. The Ah-
merkamp garden wood brand „THEVAgarden“ stands for exclusive products 
and high quality. The natural charm of wood in combination with modern 
materials like glas, WPC and aluminium is exceptional.



Our own brands
Timber products offer varied possibilities to construct worth-containingand 
economically sensible objects in wall construction ecologically. Inside and 
outside, timber products of Ahmerkamp.

Convert the ideas and images of your developers/planner unerringly – we 
will help you. In the fully automatic Ahmerkamp of record camps decoration 
record oft he brands Pfleiderer and Kaindl as well as veneered boards and 
bright lustre records are reproached. All massive wood records in Vechta 
camp down in an air-conditioned hall.This protects quality and reliability.



The most modern planking optics with hand-planed surface or very tough 
vinyl planks –the Ahmerkamp-floor programme offers you constantly new and 
excluding possibilities to form your own home homely.

Of course garden dreams can be also realised with the Ahmercamp variety. 
Use THEVAgarden!

Timber products for every use and conversion of design-oriented residential 
ideas. The Ahmerkamp system products are tumed on each other and offer 
an exellent price-achievement relation. The worldwide direct purchase makes 
it possible. Furthermore the whole door variety is available with AVETHi.

Our own brands



Ahmerkamp Vechta
Tel. (0 44 41) 9 50 -0 
Fax (0 44 41) 9 50 -122

Ahmerkamp Taucha
Tel. (03 42 98) 7 90 -0
Fax (03 42 98) 7 90 -50

Ahmerkamp Everswinkel
Tel. (0 25 82) 66 33 -0
Fax (0 25 82) 66 33 -50

Ahmerkamp Langenhagen
Tel. (05 11) 89 83 88 -0
Fax (05 11) 89 83 88 -50

www.holz-ahmerkamp.de | info@holz-ahmerkamp.de

OUR
LOCATIONS


